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Abstract
With the help of the Immigrant Inclusion Index (IMIX), a quantitative tool for measuring the
electoral inclusion of immigrants, we demonstrate that European democracies are much more
exclusive than they should be. All normative theories of democracy share the conviction that it
is imperative that democracies include long-term immigrant residents into the demos – either by
granting citizenship or by introducing alien voting rights. But even the 20 most established and
stable democracies within the EU are far from fully realizing the ideal of ‘universal suffrage’. This
is true independently of whether we count in- and excluded people in numerical terms, or whether
we evaluate the relevant laws and regulations. Therefore, we diagnose a substantial democratic
deficit on the level of European nation-states. By requiring its member states to enfranchise non-
national EU citizens on the local level, the EU, for once, plays a positive role in reducing one of
the most fundamental democratic deficits in times of migration.
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Introduction

The European Union (EU) is widely believed to harbor a democratic deficit. This claim
has been intensively debated in the academic literature (for an excellent overview, see
Jensen, 2009). Some argue that the quality of democracy on the European level is not
so bad when compared to the reality in national democracies (Crombez, 2003), but for
many scholars and practitioners the sovereign nation-state is superior from a democratic
point of view (Dahl, 2000; Klaus, 2014). A further allegation is that the EU is
encroaching on national institutions and is undermining the functioning of national
democracies – for instance, through the empowerment of the executive branch vis-à-vis
the legislative branch (see Schmidt, 2006).

The first and main goal of this article is to show that European national democracies
display a fundamental democratic deficit of their own. Furthermore, we show that the
EU is in fact instrumental for reducing this democratic deficit. But which democratic
deficit do we mean? It is instructive to start with Abraham Lincoln’s famous threefold
characterization of democracy as government of the people, by the people, and for the
people. But in contrast to most studies using this trinity, here we do not refer to a
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democratic deficit in the sense of input- or output-legitimacy (government by and for the
people), but rather a deficit with regard to the inclusiveness of the definition of the people
themselves: the in/out-legitimacy (government of the people; see Blatter, 2007). This
constitutive and therefore most fundamental issue – how to adequately define the bound-
aries of the demos – has recently gained increasing attention in both political practice and
democratic theory (see Beckman, 2009; Benhabib, 2004; Bosniak, 2006). And in the rich
academic discussion on the topic, an ‘overlapping consensus’ (see Rawls, 1987) has
emerged: democracies should, in order to retain full legitimacy, grant voting rights to
all adult, legal and long-term residents who are subjected to government coercion
(see Dahl, 1989; Miller, 2008; Pettit, 2012; Rubio-Marin, 2000; Walzer, 1983).

Currently, the most significant group not included in this definition of the demos are
immigrant residents. They far outnumber disenfranchised resident citizens.1 In the follow-
ing, we argue that, with reference to various theories of democracy, we can deduce a strong
normative demand that immigrants have to be included into the demos after five years of
continuous residence. Democracies can opt to do so either by allowing immigrants to
naturalize or by providing them with alien voting rights. Based on this benchmark, we
develop a measurement tool for evaluating the electoral inclusiveness of democracies with
respect to immigrants. The resulting Immigrant Inclusion Index (IMIX) combines existing
indicators such as indices of the inclusiveness of citizenship and electoral laws, naturaliza-
tion rates, and so-called ‘citizenship rates’ with original indicators such as the percentage
of enfranchised non-citizens among all long-term immigrant residents. The results show
that, among 20 established and stable democracies across the EU, in practice the ideal of
a truly ‘universal suffrage’ is still far away. Furthermore, we demonstrate that the EU helps
to reduce the exclusiveness of European nation-states by requiring that migrating EU
citizens residing in other Member States have voting rights on the local level.

We are certainly not the first authors who reveal the democratic deficits of nation-states
in a systematic comparative assessment (see, for example, Bühlmann et al., 2012). Also,
it is not only us who point to the democracy-enhancing effects of the EU (see, for
example, Keohane et al., 2009). The limited inclusion of resident immigrants is, however,
still very much neglected in even the most sophisticated and up-to-date democracy
measurement tools (for a critique, see Blatter et al., 2015a). Furthermore, the positive role
of the EU has been acknowledged primarily for nation-states’ transition towards democ-
racy, especially when membership is offered (see Schimmelfennig and Scholtz, 2008). By
contrast, our focus on the inclusion of immigrants into national demoi is not only new but
also timely. In times of enormous numbers of refugees, terrorist attacks and rising
nationalism, this kind of inclusion should not only be seen as a normative demand, but
also as an opportunity for guiding the interactions between the sedentary population
and the migrant population into peaceful channels. Moreover, while the Euro and the
refugee crises are putting a heavy strain on the efficiency and legitimacy of the EU, it
seems necessary to highlight that it in fact contributes to making national democracies
more inclusive and thereby helps reduce one of the most serious deficits of established
democracies in an age of migration, albeit in a limited way.

1 Criminal disenfranchisement figures are way below 1 per cent of the population in Europe. Only in the United States they
amount to about 2 per cent (Human Rights Watch, 1998).
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I. Why, How, When and In Which Contexts Do Democracies Have To Include
Immigrants?

Why Should Democracies Include Immigrants into their Demos?

International migration – the flow of people across nation state boundaries – has
received a lot of attention in normative political theory (see Benhabib, 2004;
Bosniak, 2006; Carens, 2013). Its main strands disagree with respect to many
questions surrounding this phenomenon. However, be it liberals with their guiding
principles of individual autonomy and equality (Dahl, 1989, 2000; Miller, 2008;
Rubio-Marin, 2000), republicans stressing the centrality of political participation for
a humane life (Barber, 2003 [1984]), neo-republicans underlining the imperative of
freedom as non-domination (Pettit, 2012), or even communitarians who are concerned
with the constitutive functions and the cohesion of political communities (Walzer,
1983) – they all agree in principle that immigrants who have become long-time
residents should be included into the demos of nation-states so that all subjected to
the laws of a state can take part in creating them. Although there are differences
among the various theories of democracy in respect to legitimate conditions that
democracies can demand before they include immigrants (which we discuss in the
following), the fact that no theory justifies the permanent exclusion of immigrants
represents a kind of ‘overlapping consensus’ (see Rawls, 1987). This is the normative
foundation for our assessment tool.

How Should Democracies Include Immigrants?

We focus on the electoral inclusion of immigrants. With this decision we follow the
dominant strand in democracy measurement from its founding father, Robert Dahl, to
its most recent and most sophisticated expression in the Varieties of Democracy
(V-Dem) project. In Polyarchy: Participation and Opposition – a publication that served
as key point of reference for virtually all approaches to measure democratization or the
level/quality of democracy during the 20th century – Robert Dahl argues that the right
to vote contributes to both fundamental dimensions of democracy:
liberalization/contestation and inclusion/participation (Dahl, 1971, p. 4). The V-Dem
project, by contrast, starts with the recognition of a plurality of normative theories of
democracy. It identifies seven different understandings of democracy (such as liberal,
deliberative and participatory), and develops corresponding indices. Nevertheless,
electoral democracy is perceived as ‘fundamental: we would not want to call a regime
without elections “democratic” in any sense’ (Coppedge et al., 2014, p. 4). In
consequence, elections are seen as a necessary condition for a democracy, and the
corresponding Electoral Component Index is part of each and every index that emerges
from the V-Dem project.

When Should Democracies Include Immigrants?

Whilst democracies are normatively compelled to electorally include immigrants sub-
jected to their rule, almost no position would demand that they unconditionally include
all people who live on their territory at a certain point of time. Such a position would face
the ‘obvious objection […] that it implies extending the vote to tourists and transients,
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which many regard as absurd’ (Beckman and Erman, 2012, p. xiv).2 But when should
immigrants be included? In the following, we first deduce an answer with reference to
the core principles of divergent theories of democracy. Next, we address some potential
objections.

Liberal democratic theory holds that every individual must be regarded as the best
judge of her own good. Thus, ‘every adult subject to the laws of the state should be
considered to be sufficiently well qualified to participate in the democratic process of
governing that state’ (Dahl, 2000, p. 76). The only acceptable qualifications to this
imperative of inclusion are that this individual is autonomous (not mentally deprived)
and that she bears the consequences of her decisions (Dahl, 1989, p. 129). A pragmatic
way to operationalize the latter qualification is to take the time somebody has already
resided in a country as a proxy for the probability that she will stay there in the future
(Bauböck, 1998).

Communitarians would object that liberalism underestimates the importance of a stable
and culturally grounded political community in need of loyal members who identify with
the polity. A conservative reading of this assumption would conclude that political inclu-
sion should take place after immigrants are culturally and socially assimilated. As assim-
ilation processes take time, rather long residency periods before inclusion would appear
legitimate. Nevertheless, a more progressive view would argue that inclusion actually
stimulates immigrants’ identification with the polity (Fick, 2016) and therefore should
take place early.

Viewing political participation both as an intrinsic good allowing living a humane life
and as a precondition for the capacity of the democratic community to determine itself,
classic republicanism faces a trade-off: Individual self-realization and collective self-
determination could in principle be strengthened through an early inclusion of immigrants
since this enhances the capacities of both the individual and the community. But if we as-
sume that only those who are familiar with a political system can participate productively,
it becomes apparent that some time is needed. Hence, neither immediate inclusion nor
very long residency restrictions are justified. Also neo-republicans face trade-offs: Whilst,
prima facie, electorally including immigrants immediately is the best way to avoid their
domination by the sedentary population, this is not so evident anymore when acknowl-
edging the multifaceted nature of current day migration. On the one hand, those migrants
who escape dreadful conditions in their home country are in a vulnerable position in the
country of residence, because they cannot go back easily. On the other hand, however, a
growing class of wealthy mobile people use the growing rights to free movement in order
to pick their country (or countries) of residence and maximize their personal well-being.
To avoid unjustified domination of national communities and sedentary people by such a
class of wealthy mobiles, a more restrictive approach to the electoral inclusion of
immigrants seems adequate.

So, how many years should an immigrant live in a state to have a legitimate claim to
inclusion? It is striking that all normative theorists who make an explicit statement about
this question seem to end up endorsing a residency period of five years (see Bauböck

2 We thus focus on the long-term residency requirement. Other conditions (such as language proficiency) that are applied in
political practice are disputed in normative theory (Bauböck and Joppke, ).
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et al., 2010, p. 43; Carens, 2010, pp. 20–21; Owen, 2013, p. 331; Ruhs, 2013).3 Indeed,
besides representing a decent compromise among the various positions in democratic the-
ory outlined above, this specific time frame is defensible on several grounds. First, five
years corresponds to a long legislative period. In most countries, the legislative period
is only four years, but by taking the longer period, we are on the safe side for those
who think that newcomers should get familiar with the functioning of a specific political
system before getting the right to vote. Furthermore, a five year residency requirement
makes it highly unlikely that sedentary inhabitants are dominated by mobile people
who only have short-term interests in a polity; after that period, return migration is rather
low (OECD, 2008). Therefore, this condition should satisfy all those who fear the inclu-
sion of ‘incompetent’ or ‘irresponsible’ members into the demos, while it is the maximum
for those who are concerned with the autonomy and non-domination of immigrants.

Does the Demand to Include Immigrant Residents Depend on Context?

In the following we discuss three possible objections to a universal demand to include im-
migrants. A first objection points to different circumstances that bring outsiders to a pol-
ity. Do recruited guest workers have to be treated differently than refugees? We do not
think so. The contract that implicitly underlies the act of inclusion is a political rather than
a social or economic one. The included person agrees to follow the laws of the state and in
exchange receives the right to participate in the making of state laws. Since this contract is
not a voluntary one and the migrant does not have a choice not to follow the rules of the
country in which she resides, inclusion into the demos is not a gift but a right.

A second objection is concerned with different consequences for polities. Do we have
to treat small countries with large groups of immigrants differently from large countries
with small groups of immigrants? We do not think so. We accept the argument that
established communities have a right to self-determination; and we are aware of the prob-
lem that this right might be undermined by large groups of newcomers. Nevertheless,
since there are enough options for avoiding the domination of the autochthonous popula-
tion by the immigrant population, a full exclusion of the latter cannot be justified. The
case of Luxembourg provides a telling example. Because of its large immigrant popula-
tion, the EU allows Luxembourg to derogate from the usual rule of an immediate electoral
inclusion of all non-national EU citizens on the local level, and introduce residence re-
quirements for up to five (!) years.4 Another option would be to give immigrants a special
representation similar to what is the case for emigrant nationals in some countries. The
votes of the non-citizens would be counted separately and a certain amount of seats in
the parliament would be reserved for this group. Thereby, dominance could easily be
avoided – and as the resulting inequality with respect to the weight of individual votes is
nothing new in established democracies (think about the second chambers in the USA
and Switzerland), it would not per se impinge upon the democratic quality of a system.

3 In addition, many data sources such as the European Social Survey (ESS, 2010) or the ELECLAW indicators (EUDO
CITIZENSHIP, 2015) – which we use in our analysis – use the five years threshold as a cut-off point when classifying im-
migrants’ residence duration, which reinforces our argument from an applied empirical perspective.
4 The relevant EU directives allow for a general derogation if ‘the proportion of citizens of the Union of voting age who
reside in [the host state] but are not nationals of it exceeds 20% of the total number of citizens of the Union residing there
who are of voting age’ (Lansbergen and Shaw, 2010, p. 54), and they foresee residence periods of up to five years as a
counter-measure.
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A final objection highlights the difference between a situation in which people move
and a situation in which boundaries are moved. Especially in Central and Eastern
Europe, we are faced with problems of inclusion that are the result of changing bound-
aries which resulted in minorities with neighboring kin-states. Among normative theo-
rists, it is disputed whether one can demand inclusive citizenship rules – for example,
the acceptance of dual citizenship – in these contexts (Bauböck, 2010). For us, these
concerns are convincing in those contexts in which the very existence of a country or
the stability of the territorial boundary is under threat. We think that, among EU countries,
this is the case in the Baltics, but not in Hungary and its neighboring states. We take this
into account in our case selection.

II. How Do We Measure the Inclusiveness of Democracies with respect to
Immigrant Residents?

Note again that the terms inclusion and inclusiveness indicate that we are concerned with
the electoral inclusion of immigrants into the demos, not with their broader integration or
incorporation in socio-economic or cultural terms. The wording immigrant residents sig-
nals two additional specifications. First, it indicates that conceptually we take into account
all people with a migrant background, not only non-citizen residents. Second, it reminds us
that the IMIX is based on the normative assumption that only those who have uninterrupt-
edly resided in a country for at least five years have a legitimate claim to be included.5

We specify the IMIX as an index with two dimensions because there are two distinct
understandings of inclusiveness: a de facto understanding for which we have to count the
number of people who are actually in- or excluded; and a de jure understanding for which
we have to assess the laws that regulate the access of immigrants to the demos (Blatter
et al., 2015b, pp. 18–21). This distinction is important for both causal and evaluative
analyses. Since the causes and consequences of the de jure inclusiveness are most
probably distinct from the causes and consequences of the de facto inclusiveness, it is
not appropriate to aggregate these two dimensions when using the IMIX for causal
analyses. In our evaluative context, however, it is important to realise that, first of all,
the two understandings have complementary strengths and weaknesses.

Intuitively, it makes sense to start an evaluation with the de facto inclusiveness. After
all, the term inclusiveness implies that we want to know how inclusive a democracy
actually is. This is best captured by the question: How many of those who should be
included are actually included? Nevertheless, the number of those who are in- or excluded
is determined by all kinds of factors, not just those that the respective polity can influence.
For example, the number of naturalizations depends mostly on the rules in the country of
immigration, but partly also on the rules in the country of emigration as well as on
individual preferences of specific immigrants. In consequence, the de facto inclusiveness
represents a reality for which the polity cannot be held fully responsible.

Looking at the rules which regulate the inclusion of immigrant residents has the advan-
tage that it involves measuring only what is entirely determined by explicit democratic
decision-making of the democracy under scrutiny. In other words, the de jure meaning

5 Moreover, we stick to the traditional assumption that only adults should be included (Dahl, 1989, p. 127). Besides, we do
not take into account undocumented residents due to a lack of valid data.
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of electoral inclusiveness expresses the will of a political community to be inclusive. Yet,
measuring a specific set of rules and regulations has the disadvantage that it might miss
the actual functioning of the democracy, namely when it captures only the rules in law
and not the rules in use (Bühlmann et al., 2012, p. 527). For example, a country might
have very lenient naturalization regulations, but the naturalization rate is still very low be-
cause there are costs and hurdles beyond the citizenship law (for example, compulsory
military service or the attitude with which autochthonous residents meet immigrants;
Howard, 2009, p. 24).

Given the complementary strengths and weaknesses of the de facto and the de jure un-
derstanding, we think that a comprehensive evaluation should cover both dimensions.
More specifically, we argue that a rigorous evaluation would neither accept to call a de-
mocracy inclusive if its laws but not its actual functioning is inclusive, nor if the situation
is characterized by a small de facto gap between those who should be included and those
who are actually included but where the laws of the polity indicate no willingness to in-
clude. In more abstract terms, this means that, to fully constitute electoral inclusiveness,
substitution between the two dimensions should be strictly limited, especially when one
of them scores very weakly (Blatter et al., 2015b, pp. 19–21; Goertz, 2006, pp. 35–67).

The two pathways that lead to the electoral inclusion of immigrant residents – access
to citizenship and alien enfranchisement – are taken up as the two components within
each dimension. By access to citizenship we refer to the formal status that is granted by
a state to an immigrant resident either through birthright or naturalization, and which –
apart from some exceptions such as the disenfranchisement of felons and/or mentally dis-
abled persons (Paxton et al., 2003) – generally leads to electoral inclusion. The other op-
tion is to enfranchise non-citizen residents directly. Since each of the mechanisms is not a
necessary but sufficient condition for achieving electoral inclusion, their relationship is
one of high substitutability or family resemblance (Blatter et al., 2015b, pp. 21–24;
Goertz, 2006, pp. 35–67).

We now turn to the operationalization. Within the de facto dimension we measure
what we call the citizenship rate, the naturalization rate, and the alien enfranchisement
rate. The citizenship rate captures the basic incongruence that exists in a country between
the non-transient residents and the citizens with respect to voting rights. The latter rates
capture how far this gap is reduced by the naturalization or enfranchisement of aliens.
The citizenship rate is defined as the number of all adult resident citizens as a proportion
of all resident adult citizens plus all adult, legal and long-term non-citizen residents (for
details see appendix Ic and Id). The latter group always serves as the population that,
statistically and normatively speaking, should be at risk of experiencing the event of in-
clusion. The naturalization rate is defined as the average number of citizenship acquisi-
tions per year during the last 5 years6 as a proportion of all adult, legal and long-term
non-citizen residents (for details see appendix Ic and Id). Finally, we measure the alien
enfranchisement rate, which is defined as the number of enfranchised aliens as a propor-
tion of all adult, legal and long-term non-citizen residents (for details see appendix Id).7

6 This makes our measurement more robust and allows for a better comparison with the other, more static components.
7 Unfortunately, data availability is quite limited for such indicators, which is why we cover only the registered numbers of
aliens that have voting rights in legislative elections on either the local or all levels. The number in the numerator is spec-
ified in a way that is consistent with the relative weights we assign to the local and national levels for de jure alien enfran-
chisement (for more details see appendix Id).
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For the de jure dimension we analyze the respective citizenship and alien enfranchise-
ment laws. For measuring the component de jure access to citizenship, we draw on the
so-called CITLAW indicators introduced by Vink and Bauböck (2013). We calculate the
average of three sub-components: ius soli, naturalization, and toleration of multiple citi-
zenship for immigrants (cf. Howard, 2009, pp. 19–26; for details see appendix Ia). The
measurement level of the resulting component is ordinal and ranges from 0 (theoretical
minimum) to 100 (theoretical maximum). To gauge de jure alien enfranchisement, we
use the ELECLAW indicators (EUDO CITIZENSHIP, 2015), but slightly modify the us-
age and aggregation of indicators (for details see appendix Ib). While covering all types of
elections – legislative, presidential/executive and referenda – we only include the national
and local levels of elections. The regional level is sometimes completely absent in certain
countries, and entails additional complexities for coding (see Schmid et al., 2015, pp. 5–7).
In addition, in the normative debate the local-national distinction is much more prominent
(Pedroza 2013). The average score of the local level is combined with the score for the na-
tional level with a simple arithmetic mean as well. The normative arguments for granting
alien voting rights on the local level are stronger (Bauböck, 2003), and access to citizen-
ship is sometimes seen as the more adequate mechanism for inclusion on the national level
(Bauböck, 2015). However, giving more weight to the local level would not sufficiently
appreciate the higher inclusiveness of countries that indeed enfranchise non-citizen
residents on the national level. Besides, for both of the two basic categories of non-citizen
residents – non-national EU citizens and Third Country Nationals (TCNs) – we only
consider voting rather than candidacy rights, since it is not clear how much the latter con-
tributes to overall electoral inclusion. Again, the measurement level of this component is
ordinal and ranges from 0 (theoretical minimum) to 100 (theoretical maximum).

Both the de jure components as well as the alien enfranchisement rate are plausibly
scaled from 0 to 100, though the former are ordinal. By contrast, we adjust the minimum
of the scale for the citizenship rate to the value of 90 per cent (corresponding to 0 on a
0–100 scale; all values below coded as 0). Two of the most prominent scholars in the field
of democracy measurement, Robert Dahl and Gerardo Munck, have used this value as a
threshold for the identification of full-fledged democracies based on the inclusion of all
long-term resident adults (Dahl, 1971, pp. 332–333, 246–248; Munck, 2009, pp. 43,
149–150). For the naturalization rate, we identify the value of 10 per cent as an ideal
(corresponding to 100 on a 0–100 scale). This is based on the following reasoning.
According to our normative standards, immigrants should be included after five years.
Hence, when making the counterfactual assumption that international migration takes
place as a regular flow of people across state boundaries and that all immigrants stay in
the new country of residence, 20 per cent of all immigrants in a country reach the required
five years of stay every year and should be included. However, since we acknowledge the
existence of temporary and circular migration, we adjust our ideal-typically constructed
endpoint accordingly. Based on respective statistics (EMN, 2011), it seems adequate to
cut back our maximum value by half, that is, from 20 per cent to 10 per cent.8 For

8 For those who think our thresholds are too strict, we present alternative results using 80 per cent as the minimum citizen-
ship rate and 5 per cent as the maximum naturalization rate in appendix IV. This scheme produces a clearly more lenient
assessment with regard to national democratic deficits (though in most countries they are still glaring) and, at the same time,
decreases ‘EU support’ (citizenship and naturalization rates are part of the national regime, and increasing their values leads
to a greater impact of national measures). However, the essence of our conclusions remains unchanged.
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aggregation, these various (re-scaled) components are directly combined without harmo-
nizing their measurement level, so that we can take into account their full variation. How-
ever, though the resulting score looks metric, we must treat it as ordinal (because it is a
combination of percentages or linearly transformed percentages and ordinal 0–100
scales).

Our aggregation rules are as follows. To aggregate the divergent components in the
respective dimensions, we apply the arithmetic mean. We do so because access to citi-
zenship and alien enfranchisement are both sufficient conditions for including immi-
grants, which implies high substitutability. Furthermore, we opt for the following
weights: In the de facto dimension we assign equal weights to the citizenship rate, the
naturalization rate and the alien enfranchisement rate. The citizenship rate is in many
ways the most fundamental criterion since it indicates the incongruence between citi-
zenry and the long-term population. Nevertheless, since we do not want to punish those
countries which have a rather open immigration policy, we should not put too much
weight on the citizenship rate. The other two rates indicate how good democracies
actually are at closing this basic gap between citizenry and population, either by
transforming non-citizens into citizens or by expanding the boundary of the demos be-
yond the citizenry.

Since the citizenship rate and the naturalization rate are both sub-components of
the de facto component access to citizenship, we allot a double weight to this compo-
nent as opposed to alien enfranchisement. Accordingly, we also assign a double
weight to access to citizenship in the de jure dimension. The first reason is that the
aggregation rules should be analogous within the same level of abstraction. More im-
portantly, however, we thereby prioritize one mechanism of inclusion. We argue that ac-
cess to citizenship has to be prioritized if we follow dominant readings of divergent theories
of democracy since it provides immigrants with a more secure status (for a more detailed
reflection on this issue, see Blatter et al., 2015b, pp. 21–24, 40–44). In our first application
of the IMIX, therefore, we allot greater weight to the access to citizenship. Finally, we ag-
gregate the de jure and the de facto dimension by applying the geometric mean. This is in
line with our argument that compensation between the two dimensions should be severely
limited.9 The following table summarizes components and aggregation rules of the IMIX
(Table 1).

III. How Inclusive are European Democracies with respect to Immigrant
Residents?

Sample and Data

We have deduced the demand to include immigrants from normative theories of democ-
racy, which, in turn, have been developed with a focus on countries with established
democracies and stable boundaries. This demand may have to be modified in situations
in which the boundaries of a nation-state are potentially contested and its integrity endan-
gered. Also, it seems justified that democracies that are not yet ‘established’ have other

9 Our robustness tests show that the results of the IMIX with different weighting and aggregation schemes and only mar-
ginally change our evaluations (Blatter et al., 2015b).
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priorities. For such cases, we thus would have to adjust our evaluation criteria.10 This is
why in our first application of the IMIX, we limit our investigation to countries which ful-
fil the two preconditions – and to EU Member States, since our argument only applies to
them. For the first criterion, our case selection draws on the ‘blueprint sample’ of the
Democracy Barometer, an index which was developed with a similar evaluative purpose.
Taking the Polity IV and Freedom House scores as a basis, Marc Bühlmann and his
colleagues compiled a sample of 30 countries that can be considered to be the most
established democracies in the world (all those that have consistently perfect scores from
1995–2005 on both indices; see Bühlmann et al., 2012, p. 527). Within the group of
established democracies in the EU, however, we exclude the Baltic States since they do
not sufficiently fulfil our second precondition. Combined with the overlap of all data
sources, this selection allows us to cover a cross-section of 20 EU Member States (see
below), with data clustering around 2010. As indicated above, we could draw on
databases by EUDO CITIZENSHIP for measuring the de jure components. For the de
facto components, we collected data from Eurostat,11 the European Social Survey
(ESS, 2010) and official country statistics.

Results

To interpret our results, we craft the following classification scheme (Table 2). It linearly
divides the range of the IMIX scale into four categories that numerically and linguistically
reflect the underlying concept of electoral inclusiveness. The differences in absolute
values are still interpretable as more or less inclusive, but the overall attribution of our

10 For a discussion of how the IMIX can be expanded to other countries see Blatter et al., 2015b, pp. 46–47.
11 See tiny.cc/eustat_migration (22 December 2015).

Table 1: The Immigrant Inclusion Index and its Components

Constituent parts Abbreviation Normalization
and scaling

Aggregation

Citizenship rate (de facto) DFcit_cr 0 =<90% // 100 = 100%
Naturalisation rate (de facto) DFcit_nr 0 = 0% // 100 = 10%<
Alien enfranchisement rate
(de facto)

DFae 0 = 0% // 100 = 100%

De facto inclusiveness DF 0–100 = (DFcit_cr +DFcit_nr +DFae) / 3
De jure access to citizenship DJcit ordinal scale from 0–100
De jure alien enfranchisement DJae ordinal scale from 0–100
De jure inclusiveness DJ 0–100 = (2*DJcit + DJae) / 3
Immigrant Inclusion Index IMIX 0–100 = (DF * DJ) ^ 0.5 // geometric mean

Table 2: Ordinal Classification Scheme

Very inclusive 75.00–100.0
Fairly inclusive 50.00–74.99
Fairly exclusive 25.00–49.99
Very exclusive 00.00–24.99
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normative verdict can only be reached with this ordinal classification. The decision to use
a linear division with 50 as the midpoint is due to the fact that four out of five
(sub-)components of the index are either (rescaled) percentages (all de facto measures) or
de jure measures (alien enfranchisement) that plausibly reflect this scaling.

The first and main result of our study is the stark discrepancy between the laws and
practice of electoral inclusion in established European democracies and the ideal of
‘universal suffrage’ (Table 3). Sweden comes nearest to being a ‘very inclusive’ democ-
racy, but still falls into the ‘fairly inclusive’ category by a large margin. It achieves the
good rating because it has similarly high scores in the de facto and the de jure dimensions.
Its neighbour Finland is similar, albeit at a slightly lower level. The third Scandinavian
country, Denmark, does not perform nearly as well, falling into the ‘fairly exclusive’ cat-
egory. Belgium, and especially the UK and Portugal are ‘fairly inclusive’ democracies pri-
marily because their laws are rather inclusive; in practice, they are much more exclusive.
The gap between the de jure and the de facto score is even more pronounced for Ireland,
Luxembourg and Spain. The latter two countries are placed at the lower end of the IMIX
rating because they exclude many immigrant residents in practice. Nevertheless, in con-
trast to Austria, Cyprus, Italy, Germany and the Czech Republic, their citizenship and

Table 3: Results

Country Category IMIX DF DJ DFcit_cr DFcit_nr DFae DJcit DJae DF
EU %

DJ
EU %

IMIX
– EU

SE fairly
inclusive

62.77 67.44 58.42 50.28 97.85 54.19 62.63 50.00 19.72 14.26 52.08
FI 58.40 56.85 60.00 76.40 47.42 46.73 65.00 50.00 24.65 13.88 47.05
NL 55.00 57.26 52.83 62.04 58.70 51.04 54.24 50.00 23.91 15.77 44.03
BE 54.97 44.39 68.07 20.87 52.06 60.22 78.36 47.50 33.89 12.24 41.87
UK 54.75 49.25 60.87 42.35 61.25 44.15 68.65 45.31 12.25 12.32 48.03
HU 52.38 58.29 47.08 83.26 50.68 40.92 48.12 45.00 16.96 15.92 43.77
PT 51.41 43.94 60.14 65.70 58.90 7.23 76.61 27.20 0.90 5.54 49.74

FR fairly
exclusive

46.01 35.94 58.89 48.29 54.06 5.47 77.08 22.50 5.08 12.73 41.87
IE 44.06 29.21 66.46 23.07 19.86 44.71 74.69 50.00 23.05 12.53 36.15
MT 41.85 48.18 36.34 62.89 55.88 25.78 49.52 10.00 17.84 9.17 36.15
SI 41.17 32.18 52.66 58.77 28.87 8.91 56.49 45.00 6.67 15.82 36.49
PL 38.09 49.54 29.28 98.71 49.29 0.63 39.76 8.33 0.42 9.48 36.16
DK 37.85 45.85 31.25 48.89 26.16 62.50 21.87 50.00 26.69 26.66 27.75
IT 30.36 24.25 37.99 49.76 20.98 2.02 49.91 14.17 2.78 12.42 28.01
DE 27.08 19.89 36.87 19.41 19.55 20.70 46.93 16.75 34.70 15.14 20.16
CZ 26.42 27.10 25.76 58.07 4.50 18.71 34.89 7.50 23.02 9.70 22.03

LU very
exclusive

24.67 10.49 58.06 0.00 19.05 12.40 65.84 42.50 25.42 11.48 20.05
ES 23.77 11.70 48.29 4.76 24.17 6.18 58.52 27.83 16.73 11.50 20.41
AT 23.29 23.04 23.55 19.49 23.98 25.65 29.74 11.17 37.11 15.80 16.95
CY 21.52 13.73 33.71 0.00 38.12 3.0 46.40 8.33 7.47 8.24 19.83

mean fairly
exclusive

40.79 37.43 47.33 44.65 40.57 27.06 55.26 31.45 17.96 13.03 34.43

IMIX = Immigrant Inclusion Index; DF = de facto inclusiveness; DJ = de jure inclusiveness; DFcit_cr = citizenship rate;
DFcit_nr = naturalization rate; DFae = enfranchisement rate; DJcit = de jure access to citizenship; DJae = de jure alien
enfranchisement; DF EU % = percent ‘EU support’ for de facto inclusiveness; DJ EU % = percent ‘EU support’ for de jure
inclusiveness; IMIX - EU = IMIX without ‘EU support’; the results are visualized in appendix III.
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voting regulations do not seem to be the main causes for this problematic situation, indicat-
ing a comparatively higher willingness to include immigrants. The situation in Hungary
and the Netherlands, and to a lesser extent in Malta and Poland, is characterized by the fact
that the de jure scores are much lower than the de facto scores. Their fairly exclusive or
very exclusive laws do not (yet) have similarly strong exclusive consequences in practice.

Our second important finding is that in European democracies there is a tendency not to
use alien voting rights as an alternative to naturalization or as a compensation for not
granting early access to citizenship. Those who provide their non-citizens with voting
rights also tend to have inclusive access to citizenship (for de jure components: Spearman’s
ρ=0.45; for de facto components: ρ=0.23).12 This finding of a moderately positive corre-
lation is in line with previous studies on the empirical relationship of laws regulating the
access to citizenship and alien enfranchisement (Huddleston and Vink, 2015). Further-
more, our results show that for the overall electoral inclusiveness, the role of enfranchising
aliens is most indicative. The first six countries on the IMIX scale score exceptionally high
on alien enfranchisement; and there are only two countries that reach a score in the upper
half of the IMIX without introducing alien voting rights beyond non-national EU citizens
(France and Malta). Furthermore, we can observe that those countries with exclusive
citizenship laws usually do not allow all aliens to vote either; Denmark is a remarkable
exception. Hence, it seems that the introduction of alien voting rights beyond EU citizens
signals the general willingness of a country to include immigrant residents into the demos.

As a third result wewant to highlight the positive function of EUmembership. According
to EU law, EU members must grant voting rights to non-national EU citizens in local legis-
lative elections (voting rights for local mayoral elections and referenda are optional, but
recommended, which is why we treat these aspects also as parts of ‘EU support’13; for de-
tails see appendix IIa, IIb, IIc, and IId).14 Two countries would have to be classified as ‘very
exclusive’ if they were not EU members. Germany and the Czech Republic reach the
threshold for being classified as ‘fairly exclusive’ instead of ‘very exclusive’ only because
they implement EU law (see the last column of Table 3, which displays the IMIX score
‘without EU support’). And Luxembourg and Spain would only barely make it above the
‘fairly exclusive’ threshold without EU membership. The proportion of ‘EU support’ even
gets as large as 37 per cent in the case of Austria’s de facto score; and without it, Austria
would be much more exclusive. In consequence, the EU should be recognized as the
institution that guarantees a minimum of electoral inclusiveness within its Member States.

But not only the least inclusive European democracies get a boost in inclusiveness
through EU membership. When looking at Table 3, one can easily see that almost all
countries that fall into the ‘fairly inclusive’ category are greatly aided in achieving this
label by applying the EU law. For instance, Belgium’s de facto score is 34 per cent due
to enfranchised non-national EU citizen residents; and only Sweden would still remain
in the ‘fairly inclusive’ category if ‘EU support’ was subtracted from the IMIX score.
We thus conclude that the EU plays an important democracy-enhancing role when it
comes to immigrants’ electoral inclusion in EU Member States.

12 Correlations of all (sub-)components and some further disaggregated analyses are documented in the appendix V and VI.
13 We talk about ‘EU support’ and not about an ‘EU effect’ in order to signal that we do not claim a causal role for the EU in
each country, but a functional role as a safeguard in all countries (see below). Furthermore, we do not take into account the
indirect consequences of EU membership for national citizenship and electoral laws, which certainly exist as well (see, for
example, Triandafyllidou and Gropas, 2014).
14 This is mandated by Council Directive 94/80/EC, 1994 OJL 368/38, December 19, 1994.
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One might correctly point to the fact that in some European countries, it was not the
EU, but another European institution that stimulated a more adequate inclusion of
immigrants into the demos. The three Nordic states (Sweden, Finland and Denmark) as
well as the Netherlands have all ratified the Council of Europe Convention on the Partic-
ipation of Foreigners in Public Life at Local Level – the ‘most pertinent international in-
strument in this field’ (Lansbergen and Shaw, 2010, p. 51). This is why they all exhibit
perfect scores for the de jure alien enfranchisement on the local level. Hence, one may ar-
gue that it might not be correct to gratify the EU for making these countries more inclu-
sive. Nevertheless, within our normative analysis, we still argue that part of their good
score is due to membership of the EU. Even if it is true that the inclusion of immigrants
in these countries has been the consequence of their ratification of the Council of Europe
Convention, it is EU membership that makes this inclusion sticky. Nation-states are sov-
ereign in ratifying but also withdrawing from international conventions. In contrast, as EU
members they cannot unilaterally decide to change or not to implement the mandatory EU
acquis – they could only decide to leave the EU. In times when many European nation-
states act autonomously and egoistically in dealing with the refugee crisis, this difference
can be crucial. This again highlights the role of the EU as a safeguard to provide a min-
imum of democratic inclusiveness for immigrants.

Since the IMIX is evaluative in its approach, we want to justify some potentially con-
troversial conceptual decisions once more in light of these results. First, we address the
question of whether it is acceptable to include the citizenship rate as a criterion for
assessing the inclusiveness of democracies since it punishes countries which are rather
open when it comes to immigration. Second, some results make clear why our decision
to take both the de facto and the de jure understanding of inclusiveness into account is
important for an evaluative account (while for causal analysis we do not recommend to
use the fully aggregated IMIX).

In our assessment of the de facto situation, countries with high immigration rates (like
Spain or Switzerland) score low partly because we included the citizenship rate as an in-
dicator for access to citizenship. Given the fact that today non-citizen residents that have
been granted a legal resident status in the territory of an established democracy enjoy
many other political as well as civic, social and economic rights (Soysal, 1994), the inclu-
sion of this indicator might be questionable. However, for several reasons, we think our
decision is correct in the context of the debate on democratic deficits. First of all, it must
be noted again that with our measurement we only cover long-term immigrants who have
resided in a country for five years, and thus our normative demand indeed only applies to
them. Second, the IMIX reveals the fact that some countries are rather open when it
comes to letting foreigners work and live on their territory, but they are not open when
it comes to giving those people a voice in making the rules they have to obey. From a
normative point of view, having an open immigration policy cannot provide an excuse
for excluding immigrant residents from the demos in the long run – at least if these
democracies want to be worth their name. Third, the joint presentation of the citizenship
rate with the naturalization rate and the alien enfranchisement rate highlight the fact that
some countries (like Belgium) are able to substantially reduce the democratic deficit that
comes with a low citizenship rate, whereas many others are not. Furthermore, the joint
presentation of the de facto and the de jure scores reveals that some countries (like
Spain) show some willingness to reduce the gap between the population and the demos,
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whereas other countries (like Austria) do not. Nevertheless, we share the conviction that
other political rights and non-electoral forms of inclusion should be taken into account in
a more comprehensive assessment of democracies. If we assume that other forms of inclu-
sion (such as providing immigrants a voice through representative councils) are accept-
able substitutes for their electoral inclusion – and only under this, highly questionable,
assumption – the democratic deficit of many national democracies might be less pro-
nounced than we currently diagnose.

Some readers might question the inclusion of the de facto dimension in our assess-
ment tool altogether. They could draw on our argument that the rates that we measure
are caused by too many factors beyond the control of nation-states. However, the case
of Portugal shows that an analysis of the laws alone might be misleading. When we
look at the laws, Portugal seems to be very generous in granting alien voting rights,
but this does not translate into large numbers of enfranchised immigrants. Case studies
like Pedroza (2013) help us to understand why this is so. But for a quantitative
assessment tool, the most pragmatic solution is to take both understandings into
account. The case of Poland illustrates best why examining the numbers alone is
equally misleading. In our overall assessment Poland reaches a ‘fairly exclusive’
rating mainly because of its very high citizenship rate, which in turn mirrors the fact
that Poland does neither attract nor allow many immigrants. But since Polish citizen-
ship laws are exclusive and aliens are not enfranchised, the inclusion of the de jure
dimension indicates a low willingness to be inclusive. Only if we take both dimen-
sions into account can we reach an accurate and fair assessment of Poland’s electoral
inclusiveness.

Summary and Conclusion

Based on an ‘overlapping consensus’ within normative theories of democracy, we have
developed the Immigrant Inclusion Index (IMIX) as a measurement tool that is tailor-
made for assessing how well established democracies comply with the normative demand
for including long-term immigrant residents. Taking into account both pathways for in-
clusion into the demos – access to citizenship and alien enfranchisement – and both de
facto as well as de jure understandings of inclusiveness, we have systematically docu-
mented and evaluated the current situation in 20 European democracies. Our evaluation
reveals how far away European democracies are from granting truly ‘universal suffrage’.
Even those countries with the highest scores still show substantial shortcomings when it
comes to including immigrant residents.

In times when the EU faces an unprecedented legitimacy crisis and when many claim
that the EU suffers from and produces democratic deficits on the national level, it seems
important to reveal that European nation-states have their own fundamental democratic
deficits. These pronounced democratic deficits within EU Member States with respect
to inclusion do not reduce the democratic deficits of the EU, but they relativize the often
proclaimed superiority of national democracies. Even more, our analysis shows that the
EU plays an important role in reducing this democratic deficit. Together with the Council
of Europe, it has stimulated the inclusion of immigrants into national and local demoi, and
it serves as a safeguard for nation-states not to fall below a minimum when it comes to
including resident immigrants.
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This study also complements our previous knowledge on the democracy-enhancing
function of the EU, since until now this positive role of the EU has been acknowledged
primarily for the transition towards stable democracies. Furthermore, with our focus on
the fundamental aspect of inclusion, we add a new facet to the argument that the embed-
ding in international or multilateral institutions strengthens liberal democracy within
established democracies (Keohane et al., 2009). On the other hand, however, we should
not forget that, in contrast to the Council of Europe, the EU has not done much to
facilitate the political inclusion of third-country nationals on either the European or the
national level. In this respect, negative verdicts such as the one of Andrew Geddes
(1995) are still accurate.

We would like to conclude with a more methodological note. Our results are very
much in line with the findings of other studies. For example, with regard to the access
to citizenship, the factor of so-called Nordic regime type has also been highlighted by
Janoski (2010). Taken together with the aspect of colonial background, the results of
the IMIX (including the exceptional cases of Spain and Denmark) therefore confirms sim-
ilar studies (Howard, 2009; Janoski, 2010). Finally, the fact that Germany and Austria
cluster at the low end of the IMIX spectrum lends support to the widespread assumption
that former Gastarbeiterländer have exclusive citizenship. In fact, the IMIX is highly
(and significantly; p-values not shown) correlated with both the Citizenship Policy Index
(CPI) introduced by Howard (2009; ρ=0.70), the index introduced by Koning (2011;
ρ=0.70), and the individual equality dimension of the Index of Citizenship Rights for Im-
migrants (ICRI) presented by Koopmans and Michalowski (2016; ρ=0.81) – indices that
share a large overlapping population of countries with the IMIX.15 However, since the
correlation with the de facto dimension is much weaker for all indices (ρ=0.32 for
CPI; ρ=0.42 for Koning; ρ=0.51 for ICRI), the IMIX adds something new. This is also
evidenced by the positive but moderate correlation with the aggregate MIPEX (ρ=0.54),
another index widely used in the field. We are aware that this field seems saturated with
many other indices, and that previous overviews have called for expanding the coverage
of existing indices rather than creating new ones (Helbling, 2013). Nevertheless, we are
convinced that the IMIX – which builds on existing indicators such as CITLAW and
ELECAW – still presents a valuable complement. Empirically, our index contains
new and original data, especially with respect to the alien enfranchisement rate, for which
we have conducted extensive independent data collection. And conceptually, we are the
first who systematically discuss and theorize the differences between a de jure and a de
facto understanding of a measurement concept. Finally, the IMIX embodies the first truly
normative evaluation of the electoral inclusion of immigrants. This does not only mean
that all its elements have been conceptualized, measured and aggregated with this
particular goal in mind, but also that the results have been analyzed and interpreted
accordingly. We take the strong overlap with findings from other studies and indices,
which were executed with an explanatory and not an evaluative goal in mind, as a sign
of the validity of our empirical findings. But we also want to point to a major difference:
Whereas explanatory studies focus on variation, normative studies are concerned with

15 The study by Koopmans and Michalowski (2016, p. 31) even used an earlier version of the IMIX (Blatter et al., 2015b)
as an external validity test for the individual equality dimension of the ICRI. They report a Pearson correlation coefficient of
p = 0.79.
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absolute values. We think the latter is more adequate when it comes to normative debates
like those on democratic deficits – and this should be more recognized within the
methodological discourse on concept formation and index-building.
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